KING RECORDS' FINAL
RESTING PLACE

by RJ SMITH

ALEX BLUMBERG WILL
PODCAST YOU NOW
by ALYSSA BRANDT
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Is John Boehner Smarter

Than We Think?
by SRIDHAR PAPPU
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GOOGLE MATT WEDEL AND ONE OF THE FIRST THINGS THAT
comes up is a five-minute Vimeo. In it, there is a mo
ment that's both graceful and startling. We see the
Athens, Ohio-based sculptor-a rising figure in the
international art scene-fluidly shaping what look like
succulent leaves out of clay, one after another, affixing
them to the head of a sculptural plant-like form. As
he talks about his work, his hands seem to move with
muscle memory, a creative force that is unconscious
and alive, as if the hand of nature were working its way
through his fingers. It's like watching a thought, or a
metaphor, take shape and become an object.
Wedel's work has been called"squarely within the
Modernist tradition " and like"science fiction" (Sculp
ture magazine); "heroic in scale and quantity while, at
the same time, intimate" (Glasstire); and"magnificent "
(Los Angeles Times). Of course, not all of it can be danced
into existence by the movement of wrist and fingertip.
The young sculptor is best known for two diverse se
ries-one of them botanical and geologic and smaller
in scale, inspired by the landscape of southern Califor
nia; the other monumental, with larger-than-life-sized
mythical beasts and portrait studies, unsettling explo
rations into the meaning of innocence. The large works
are constructed of coils of clay that would require way
more than two hands to lift. These are huge, smooth
creatures, modeled after cherubs and lambs formed as
one being-the kind of thing you might see in the pages
of medieval illuminated manuscripts. They weigh as
much as 3,800 pounds.
Wedel is only 32 but is represented by the L.A. Lou
ver Gallery of Venice Beach, which reps many big play
ers, including David Hockney, the late Alice Neel, Mark
di Suvero, R.B. Kitaj, Richard Deacon, and Deborah But
terfield. He has had exhibitions in Marfa, Texas, and
Erskine, Hall, & Coe in London, Saint Mary's University
in Nova Scotia, and of course, Venice Beach, where his
most recent solo show opened November 18. In the art
world, he has officially become a person to watch.
"Matt was really on the front edge of a huge return
of interest in ceramics," says Christopher Miles, a critic,
artist, and one of Wedel's instructors in the ceram
ics program at California State University Long Beach,
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where he received his M.F.A."Only a few years ago, art
ists who made ceramic work were mainly showing in
galleries that were devoted to ceramic art. Now you
have multiple prominent galleries [that] are devoting
serious parts of their exhibition programs to work by
ceramic artists, and Matt is one of the younger artists
who I think really cracks that:•
About five years ago, Wedel moved to Athens,
bringing his own brand of restless energy and sensory
intelligence to a studio where he's been able to let his
imagination take liberties with the local clay and feed
off of the hyper-local food movement. It's not the first
place you expect to find a young artist of his caliber
mining the earth for ideas. Keen to see what kind of
landscape was forming around someone who is reshap
ing the way we think about clay and its power of expres
sion, I headed out Ohio Route 32.
"He never stops working," Miles told me."He is al
ways trying to achieve new things in terms of how far he
can stretch the capacity of the material-new kinds of
scale, larger scale, and increasing complexity of form."
Which is all just a way of saying that when it comes
to conventional ideas of ceramics and sculpture, Matt
Wedel is breaking the mold.
N A RAINY FALL WEDNESDAY, AT THE ART·
ist's studio, I come across one of the un
finished pieces from his botanical series.
It's about two-and-a-half feet high and
looks tiny amid the eight-foot-some
thing clayworks that dominate the space. It sits there
like it owns the place, unaware of its size, but Wedel says
that's because he hasn't decided where to put it.
"There is a lot of muscle memory in those pieces;'
Wedel says of the botanical-succuli series, which was
begun during the four years he lived in Southern Cali
fornia. "Moving away from that California landscape, I
think those images became looser and more abstracted.
The petals became more tongue-like or just a lot less
regimented in terms of the way I was making [them].
There was a systematic way of making that I was doing
with some of those older pieces that at a certain point
my hand began to not do...and so it freed me to be able
to put the petals where they wanted to go instead of
falling into a system. And I think that decision led to
them being a lot more wild and less predictable."
Behind the artist stands a large sculpture-no, call
it a figment; it's Gorgon-like and seems to be frozen
in mid-dance. It's about eight feet tall, with a glaze of
blackish-green, and tendrils like a plant whose DNA
went into revolt. Made of coiled clay-very large coiled
clay-that has been smoothed and shaped, it is indeed
a wild thing. Appropriately, perhaps, it has no title.
Near the Gorgon is another large piece, which looks
like one of the sculptures in the botanical series taken
to its logical next dimension-if wildness is your logic.
The top of its arms could be pipes or spigots. The color

After a series of teaching
gigs across the U.S. and
Canada, Wedel moved
to southeastern Ohio-a
region with a long and
vibrant tradition in ceram
ics, and some of the finest
clay deposits in North
America. Coincidence? "It
is," Wedel says, "and it's a
rich coincidence." Oppo
site page (clockwise from
upperleft): Banana Tree;
Figure with Child; Flower
Tree; Figure with Heads.
All ceramics from 2015.

